
Peter 33eutehes 2/7/95 
Richard Gallen w CO., 

 

260 Fifth Ave. 
New York, NY 10001 

Dear Peter, 

Raphaela wrote me that the second part of copy-edited NEVER AGAleil would be mailed 

last Thursday or eriday. It has not come yet. I answered what questions the copy editor 

asked to Jennifer Prior imeediately.I c allot now retrieve citation from what I had to 

have moved to the basement beeauso it has not been safe for my wife or me to go there 

for months.Host related to tee page numbers of the quotes from JALL of which I did use 

the dates of issue. With regard to the accuracy of those quotes, in almost all instances 

I tried xeroxes of what I quoted rather than my own typing. So -there should be no errors 

in them. With that part already sent to the printed' I did dot read what I was sent. I 

used the tatethe copy editor co thoughtfully put on the pageo in which she was interested. 

I'll do that with what is yet to reach me. "uch faster and i  preueume there is a rush. 

There remains the question of pictures. 

I have no separate records that are noe accessible to me of some of what I sent to 

Diane. As my immobility increased I kept some at my desk. Th4 indicate that I went 

three pictures of the front of the shirt, the collarband, two of the knot of the tie, 

b & w and color and of enhancements of the tie actually done for me at the pentagon. 

I regard the shirt and lie pictures as essential, the enhancements  less so. I have 
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color\i of the enhencements I did not send. These had caption information. If I did 

not seng a print of FBI Exhibit 60, I have it in the basement and part of it should be 

used, the part that chows how clear a picture of the staged picture of the tie knot the 

FBI had and did not geve the Uoumission. The Oeuvre  scion Exhibit, 395, does not reflect 

even the very clear pattern of the tie. I have a color slide of the exhibit, not the 

FBI Report Exhibit but .lie one it gave the Commission. As I believe the caption info. 

I sent indicates, the Archives photographer told me that the'-mu FBI employed all its 

not inconsidoreble skill to rate! what it gave the Commission so incompetent and un-

clear. To make it as awe to emaninglese as evidence as it could. If I did not send 

the b & w print of the FBI Report Exhibit 60, I believe very strongly it should be used 

and because it is easy to find in the overflowing basement I can get someone to retrieve 

it for me. I know the file and file drawer in which it is. In combination these should 

be quite impressive. 
/h.hr 

Aside from what I sent Diana, of which I  nog/have no recollection, thes/aro pictures 

I believe I intended fpr dace Open. These 1-1-111 relate to the shooting and I hope will be 

used. I sent Herman a picture of curtains being hung in Oswald's 1026 Beckley room, con-

firming what the Dallas police said he told them, that he had curtainrods with him, not 

the rifle, when 	to work the mornine of the ssassination. I know that was for the /CI 
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book that was eliminated from Case Open, where I used o::=I s prosecution-type 

brief for a defense exculpation of him from tlee official evidenfee only. I think that 

if this and others do not directly relate to the text of NINEe AGAIN! they,Igbe 

used with a caption indicating that they relate to what JANA omitted because they are 

in variouc ways exculpatory of Oswald. 	
arlL 

I did and the pictures of the impact on the curbstoneYS-howing that it had been 

patched when that was impossible for OsOald and indicatinG that those who pulled the 

job had motivey to hide bullet traces that could not be associated with his rifle or 

alleged shooting, those bullets. 

I do not know now whether I eeni; pictures of the rifle as found, showing that 

it was impossible for Useald to have hidden it, palced it so carefully under overlap-

ping book cartone, in his alleged flight. The official time reconstruction proved that 

he could not have been at t' at sixth floor window and gotten to where he was seen by 

the policeman and building manager before he got there. end that reconstruction elim-

inated7b3e any tiro at all for his putting the rifle aeywhere. As you may remember, if 

you read the NS of Oase Open, the rifle was so well hidden it was missed on a number 

of searches. I also have a clearer picture of this than the Archives had from the book 

a nephew of a Dallas policemmiliThho had stolen copies of their pictures. Instead of 

giving me a copy of the pketure, he had a photographer take a picture of the page of 

the book. The moire that w-uld appear if used as it is can be easily elimieeted by the 

offset camera. I've done that often. to problem at all and it takes' little time. fle also 

sent me 35mm negatives of that pictbro. If as I'd like it is used, I can send these in 

addition to whatever I sent,what he gave me with permission to use its  and the official 

Commission exhibit picture. 

If there are any questions, please ask them as soon as you can and I'll respond as 

Goon as I can. We are no longer snowed in but the weather is such 1  should not be out in 

it. neighbors bring the papers and mail to me and mail what 1  have to mail. 

It is a pleasant surprise that I continue to get mail and calls about Case Open, 

the most flattering mail I've ever gotten. I think they also reflect a chance in the 

market for assassination books, by age and by attitude. Even a color painting, a WWII  

around a painting of no by a college senior who'd never seen me. Obroeght it from 

Connecticut when lie graduated last May, framed. We have it CHI a wall. Pad so many requests 

for copies 1  had to have them made. 

It may interest you, singular er plural, to know that the assistant to the executive 

director of the new board to see to it that all assassination records are disclosed wanted 

what was eliminated fromaso Open for both uneerstanding of the case and as clues to what 

remains withheld. I loaned him the disks and he has the printout. If it is the Gam& x-as 

the printout itaphsdala sent me it is not quite complte but I think it will serve hie pur- 
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poses. 	impression is that they intend the aame with NEVER Alarill I've also given 

them copies of records not in either book. they can use that way, Mit 1-ix was 

- restricted in this to what is in my office% 

It wouldpp perhaps be helpful if I an told approximately when NEVER AGAIN! will be 

in/ the stores. rase Open has attracted interest in it. Before Raphaela sent me a page 

from the catalogue ( a copy of which 1'11 appreciate) so I could make copies of it I 

had to write perhaps a hundred letters about it tkfling people 1  did not know when it 

would appear. Andy at die Last Hurrah bookstore told on he had many calls and visits 

about it. Visits!' I cent him that page and .1. make copies now and include them in ail 

"w mail. 

And all this without a review or a single newspaper mention! 

Bost wishes, 

1.t./14 


